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Overall, how satisfied are you with this session?
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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



"It's never me, always WE!"

"Anyone can teach anything, but you can't teach anything, if the kids don't believe in you!"

"Take time and connect, share and find out what makes your kids UNIQUE!"

"No one gets left out!"

"Fitness is for life. Teaching should not end in the classroom."

Always enjoy hearing Candy speak. She has so much energy and positivity! Building connections is really the 

key in establishing relationships with your students and it has to extend outside the classroom! Kids 

appreciate it when you show up to their after school activities and those connections help to build a bond 

that students need to feel safe and accepted in your classroom! Great insights!

Awesome Speaker and very knowledgeable! 

Candy is awesome!  Still is as  pretty as she was in 6th grade!  Cannot believe you are approaching the big 6-

0. Still look and act like 35.  Peace Sister1

Candy is such a riot!!

Enjoy hearing everyone's educational background. Loved the quote about education going beyond the 

classroom.

Great comment about "not waiting for a disruption to learning to implement virtual learning." Awesome 

idea. Also, thanks for the tip about iPE and iHealth.

Fantastic leader of the PAC!!!

Comments



I agree with the comments you made about Professionalism.  I have been dealing with that issue at our 

school with a young coach and trying to get him to understand that concept.

I agree.  Between equity, inclusion and diversity, inclusion is something we must all have in our classrooms.

I like that she gave motivation about working with a different variety of students and how to connect with 

all of them in different ways. We need to make all students feel safe and connected while in school and our 

classes (ex. its okayto ask a question or make a statement and be wrong). Also to make sure students see 

you outside the classroom to make those positive connections.

I loved Candy's enthusiasm! I see why former students keep in touch with her. I need to be more like her in 

my teaching style!

I would love to learn a little more on the IHealth! Thank you for your infectious enthusiasm! 

Great energy. Candy's experience in teaching is still current and focused on kids. Communication is key and I 

love her focus on Equity, inclusion, diversity. 

I will check out her resources this fall as we are teaching both on line and face to face.

great reminder to stay connected in what is important to the students in their personal lives.

I agree making connections and including every student should be every educators goal.



really appreciated the equity, diversity, and inclusion piece 

Interactive PE will be looking into as the content was exactly what I  needed for the fall.

Love her enthusiasm! Thank you for sharing!

Love the energy Candy displays.... appreciate the passion and the Pride she shares as a Dept head and 

teacher. 

Love the energy!

Loved the energy of this webinar.  It gave me a boost.  I'm looking forward to checking out the Ihealth and 

IPE.   Thank you.

keeping relationships for LIFETIME

Love her energy and her focus on building relationships with students. 



Really enjoyed this presentation!!  Great energy!

Really enjoyed this presentation!!  Great energy!

She has a positive spirit that is apparently contagious!  Thanks for showing how important it is to get to 

know your students. I will investigate iPE. 

Thank you for info

Thank you for opening this up to out of state teachers!

Thanks for providing this session to be able to watch at any time.  

Thank you!

thanks



This was different than I have ever done. I liked Candy's enthusiasm.  I just would have liked some ideas 

(games etc) to incorporate into this year's abnormality. 

Very fun to listen to and hear her perspective and experiences. Great insight and looking forward to 

checking out the resources. 

Very HANDY information. I am also a vertern teacher and  agree with many of her thoughts. I am going to 

check out I PE and I Health.

Very helpful.

very neat

Thanks!!

The ihealth and iPE information really were spot on. Great Session. 

This was a good reminder that even if you have great programming and organization you need to have an 

even greater heart for students.  Thanks for the encouragment.



Wonderful session. I appreciate the great advice from an experienced teacher. I would have liked to hear 

what the cost of the IHealth/IPE program is. 

Wonderful information!


